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A standard microwave phasc shifter has been proposed which utilizes an adjustable 
shor t ci rcui t attached to a t un able three-arm waveguide junction. Ideally, t he change 
of phase of the emergent wave from the t hird port can be made to eq ual the change of phase of 
the eq ui valent load attaclled to the second port, whether the generator and detector are 
matched or not. The difference between the change of phase of t he emergent wave from 
port 3 and the cha.nge of phase of the eq uivalent load attached to arm 2 beca use of imperfect 
tuning is te rm ed tuning error. This analysis r elates the tuning error to amplitude changes 
which arc observed at the detecto r attached to a rm 3 during the t uning procedure. Graph~ 
arc prese nted for detcrm iniJl g the paramE'ters needed to esti mate limits of tuning error from 
t he obse rval.ions of ampli t ude changes during t ile tuning procedure. 

One calculates the change in phase of the refl ection coeffi cien t prod uced by the short 
circllit from its observed displacement and from t he guide wavelength. This procedure 
results in errors called dimensional errors because of uncertainties in determining the a.xial 
motiol~ of t he s llor t circII.it a nd because of slight variations from thc nomin a l broad di lTlensioll 
of the waveguide . Limi ts of t hese dim ensional errors are calcul atcd for WR- \)O waveguide in 
the recommended freq lIency range of 8.2 to 12.4 kilom cgaeycles per second, a nd prese nted 
in graphical form. 

1. Introduction 

A standard microwave phase shifter has been pro
posed 1 which utilizes an adjustable short ciTCuit 
attached to a tunable three-arm waveguide junction. 
This standard is illustrated in figure 1. It can be 
shown 2 that t he cllange of phase of the emergent 
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FIGURE 1. A standard microwave phase shif ter. 

wave from the third arm can be ideally made to 
equal the change of phase of the equivalent load 
attached to the second arm, whether the generator 
and detector are matched or not. Practical limita
tions in tuning the junction result in departures from 
this ideal behavior which leaves an error to be evalu
ated. The difference between the change of phase 
of the emergent wave from arm 3 anel the change 
of phase of the load attached Lo < I'm 2 because of 
imperfect tuning is termed the tuning errol'. This 

'Contribution from the R adio Stand ards Laboratory. N.1tionoi Bureau of 
Standards. Boulder , Colo. 

I J\lIilton Nlagid, Precision microwHve phase shift measurements, IRE Trans. 
00 Iostr. [- 7, 321- 331 ( Dec. J958). 

2 R . 'V. BeaLLy and D. NL Kerns, Recen tly developed mi crowave impedance 
standards and methods of measurement, IRE '"frans. on InsLr. I- i , 319-321 
(Dec. 1958). 
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analysis relates the tuning enol' to amplitude challges 
whi.ch are observed at the deteetor attached to arm 
3 during the tuning procedure. Graphs are pre
sented for determining parameters needed to estimate 
the limits of tuning error from observations of ampli
tude variations during the Luning procedure. 

Other somces of error which are considered are 
those whi ch enter in cleLermining the change of phase 
of the reflecLion coefficienL of the load attached to 
arm 2. This load is a short circuit whose axial 
motion in the waveguide can be measured. The 
change of phase produced depends on the waveguide 
wavelength and the length of travel of the short 
circuit. For the dominant mode of propagation in 
lossless rectangular waveguide, the only dimension 
which affects the waveguide wavelength is the broad 
dimension. The difference between the phase shift 
of the reflection coefficient of the short-ciTCuit and the 
calculated phase shift of the load caused by broad 
dimension nonuniformity and by inaccuracy in 
determining the motion of th e short circuit is termed 
dimension error. Limits of dimension errors are 
calculated for W"R- 90 waveguide in the recom
mended frequency range of 8.2 to 12.4 kMe/s, and 
presented in graphical form. 

2. Tuning Errors 

It has been shown (see footnoLe 2) that the ampli
tude of b3 , the emergent wave from arm 3 (connected 
to the detector) , may be expressed in t he form 

(1 ) 



where the S's are the scattering coefficients of the 
junction . The voltage reflection coefficients of the 
generator] detector] and the load are f o ] f D ] and f L ] 

respectively. f 2i is the reflection coefficient of the 
equivalent generator connected directly to the load] 
and bo is the component of the input wave supplied 
by the generator. The phase of b3 with respect to an 
arbitrary reference] bo] m ay be defin ed as e30 . 

Adjustments 3 of the junction are made to render 
as nearly as possible S31 = 0 and f Zi= O. Under 
these ideal conditions] eq (1) reduces to 

b3 S2V'J32fL 

bo (l - Su f o)(1-S 33f D) 
(2) 

where C is a constant. The change of phase of the 
emergent wave] 'e30 - i e3G] when the load is changed 
from initial to fin al settings] i f L t o f f L ] may be de
termined from the ratio of the final to initial values 
of b3 as ,obtained from eq (2) 

(3) 

This may be written to show t he changes of phase 
explicitly as 

l' b31 ej(!030-i030 )= I' f LI ej ( f f L -i'h) (4) 
lib31 lifL I ] 

wh er e ' 1/;L and i1/;L are the phases of the reflection co
efficient of the equivalent load at final and initial 
settings] r espectively. From which it is apparent 
that the change of phase of the emergent wave is 
equal to the change of phase of the load attached to 
arm 2] ' 1/;L - i 1/;L='i1/;L' 

If the tuning errors are small] then departm'es 
from this ideal response because of S31~ 0 and f2i~ 0 
can be considered separately and the contributions 
added. The following analysis uses this firs t order 
approximation. 

CASE 1. S31 = 0 ] but f2i~ 0 . The ratio ' b3r b3] for 
these conditions may be derived from eq (1) and 
written as 

' ba ' f L 1- f 2/fL 
i b 3=i fL 1- f 2/ f L' (5) 

from which it is apparent that the change of phase 
of the emergent wave] fe30- ie30 differs from the 
change in phase of f L by ET]I] where 

3 G. F . Engen and R . W. 13eatty, Microwave refi ectometer techniques, IRE 
'I' rans. on Microwave T heory Tech. MTT- 7, 351- 355 (July 1959). 

wh ere n is an integer. In order to evaluate ET.r 
from eq (6), one would need to know f 2 i,'f L and 
i f L . It is more convenien t to calculate a limit of 
error assuming that one knows the magnitudes of 
of these quantities and the change in phase of f L' 

which one controls during' the measurement. The 
phases are then assum ed t o have the values which 
would give maximum Er .!. Referring to figure 2 , 
in which the phase of f 2j and the initial phase of fL 
are chosen to give the maximum tunillg error 
(lim E1'I) for a given 'ih , one obtains 

. (lim ET I) 
S111 2 ' 

( 'i1/; ) sin --t'+n7T' 
(7) 

FIGURE 2. A representation of (J - r 2ii r L) / (1 - f 2/ f L) , to show 
maximum 'T ,r f or a given " J.lL - i 'l'L. 

Since IfL I = 1, and since the errors are assumed 
small, eq (7) yields 

(8) 

It is noted that the tuning error from this source 
cannot exceed 21f 2il radians for any phase measure
ment. 

One can determine If 2i1 as follows. In the tuning 
procedure (see footnote 3) for setting f 2i = 0 , the 
reflection coefficient of the phasable load which is 
attached to arm 2, f T •r , is nearly of unit magnitude 
and S31 = 0; therefore , the ratio of the maximum to 
minimum response of the detector as the phase of 
fr .r is varied may be obtained from eq (l ) as approxi
mately, 

(9) 

or, 

20 10g1o 11 ~ 3 1I max=20 10glO (1+ 2 Ir 2i l)= 17.4lf u l. 
3 min 

(10) 
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C AS E II. r 2 i = 0, but 831 ~ 0. For this case, the 
r atio of the fin al emergent wave to the initial emer
g-ent wave may be derived from eq (1) as 

(11) 

from which i t js apparen t th at the changc of phase of 
the emergent 'wave differs from the change of phase 
of the load by ~T . II where, 

1+ 831 
(. (8 3Z8z1 - 8 318 n y r L 

~ 1'. II=al'gUl11 en t 0 8 ' 
1+ 31. 

(8 328 21 - 8 318 22)' r L 

(12) 

~ 7' . II "" argumen t o r (1 + 8 32%:>r L ) 

- a rgument of (1 + 8 %3\r ) +2n71'. (13) 
3Z 21 L 

ince Ir LI "" 1, one may write l / r L "" e- NL. From a 
derivation similar to that used 1'01' ~ 7' .1, i t can be 
shown tha t , for small errors, 

1. I 831 II . ( fi if;L) I 1m ~ 7' . II"" 2 8 328 21 sm 2 . (14) 

Since 18 21 1 is of the order of unity, lim ~ 7'.II is, t o the 
same approximation, propor tional 1,0 the inverse of 
the direc tivity ratio. One can determin e this ratio 
as follows. The observed amplitude varia tion of 
the side arm output when tuning adjustmen ts are 
made to set S31 ",, 0 can be shown to be 

1 Ib31max 1 (1 + 21 S31 II 1 I) 20 oglO -I b-I-- "" 20 oglO -8 8 r-
3 min 32 21 7'. II 

where r T,n is the reflection coefficient of the phasable 
load which is attached to arm 2 when tuning for the 
condition 8 31 = 0. The magnitude IrT,n l is small for 
this adjustment and an estimate of its value must be 
made in order to evaluate the error. 

3. Dimension Errors 

Ideally, the change of phase of the standard phase 
shifter a t a single frequency is 

471' (l f - l -) . Jit/; , r adIans 
L Ag , (16) 

where lJ- li is the dis tance between the final and 
initial positions of the short cireui t within a wave
guide in which the waveguide wavelength is Ag . 

The error in the change of phfl,se or r L due to the 
uncer tainty in m easurem en t or Lhe axi a.l motion of 
the sliding shor t circui t is termed the mo tional 0 1'1'01', 

~ ! . A small motional errol' is readily evahmted by 
considering the partial deriva tive of fi if;L with respect 
to l . In terms or this partial derivative, 

~ 1= ~l (fi>/IL)lll = ~71' (lllf- lll i) r adians, (17) 
g 

wh ere lll 's are the errors in set ting the positio ns or 
th e load. If the uncer tainty in set ting the initi al 
a nd final positions of the lo ad is Illl !, then the limi t 
of motional errol', lim ~ t is 

1· 87rllll l d' Illl i d 1m ~ I=-A- r a mns= 1440 T eg. 
g g 

(18) 

In general, the wa.veguide wavelength will no L be 
uniform over H. particular path between If and l i 
because 0 r variations in th e dim ensions. A limi t of 
this elTor may be esUl.blished by calcula tin g the 
difference betwee n the change of phase of r L in a 
uniform wav eguid e wi th the maximuJll (or minimum) 
dim ension and the eh a. nge of ph ase in a uniform 
wfl,veguide with the nomin fl,l dimension. L cL this 
difference be termed the limit of toler fl,uce enol' . 1£ 
the tolcrance of the waveguid e dimension (m aximum 
variation from the nomiufl,l valu e) is given by lla, 
then fl, small limi t o[ Lolerance enor, lim ~a , can be 
obtained from 

lim ~,,= i)~g (JI'h) ~~ /1a radians (19) 

which for the domin ant mode in a lossless r ec tangular 
waveguide of broad dim ension "a" becomes 

(20) 

Thi s error limi t is proportional to the total change 
in pbase of r L, and therefore is presented a.s a. fra.c
tional error, ~"jfi if;L' as 

1· ~ a A~ 
1m 1i.1. =-4 3 lla. 

'/'L . a 
(21) 

4. Graphical Presentation of Results 

It was assumed that the errors in the change of 
phase were small and th erefore the individual con
tributions to the elTor could be smmned. Two 
graphs, figures 3 and 4, presen t values of Ir 2i i and 
IS3dS32821 I , r espectively, which are used to estimate 
the limits of error from t he two tuning errors given 
byeqs (8) and (14 ) respectively. Two more graphs, 
figures 5 and 6, present limits of dimensional errors. 
The graphs of Ir 2 i l and I 8 3d 8 32S21I are applicable for 
any frequency range or waveguide size, while th e 
graphs of limits of dimensional errol' are only appli
cable to WR- 90 waveguide over the opera.ting r ange 
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of frequencies noted on the graphs. The equations 
used to construct these graphs, however, may be 
used for any size waveguide. 

Figure 3 is a graph of the value of Ir 2 i l plotted 
against the ratio of the maximum to the minimum 
responS :l of the detector attached to arm 3, in decibels, 
as the tuning load (a short circuit) is moved along 
the waveguide. This value of Ir 2il is to be used in eq 
(8) to estimate lim f T,!. 

Figure 4 is a graph of the value of I 83d8328 21 I 
plotted against the nttio of the m aximum to th e 
minimum response of the detector attached to arm 3, 
in decibels, as the tuning load (having small reflec
tion) is moved along the waveguide. This value of 
183118328211 is to be used in eq (14) to es timate lim fT ,II' 

In this portion of the tuning procedure, the magni
tude of reflec tion coefficient of the tuning load 
usually lies within the range 0.001 to O.l. Therefore, 
several curves are plotted for different IrT ,III. It is 
only necessary to determine an upper limit to th ~ 
magnitude or r T ,II to es timate limits of error from 
this source. 

Figure 5 is a graph of the limit of motional error 
plotted against the maximum uncertainty of motion 
imparted by th e drive mechanism to the short circuit. 
Several curves are plotted for various frequencies 
throughout the recommended frequency range 01' 
WR- 90 waveguide. 

Figure 6 is a grapI\ of the limit of tolerance error 
per degree of change of phase, in degrees error per 
degree of change of phase, applicable 1'01' any value 
of the clutnge of phase of r L' Several curves are 
plotted for different frequencies throughout the 
recommended frequency range of WR- 90 waveguide. 

As an example of the usc of the graphs, assume 
that a standard phase shif ter was made and used as 
follows . The load attached to arm 2 is made with a 
8hOI t-circui t adjustable with a micrometer oj' 0.0005-
in. m aximum uncertainty placed in a WR- 90 wave
guide of standard tolerance (± 0.003 in.). The tun
ing procedure for r 2i was carried out to O.OI-db 
variation in the maximum to minimum response. 
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FI GURE 3. Graph faT the deteTmination of [r 2i l . 

The tuning for S 31 was carried ou t to 1.0-db variation 
in the maximum to minimum response with a 
tuning load of maximum VSWR of l.01. The 
operating frequency is 9,000 M e/s. The change of 
phase is 60°. 

From figure 3, Ir 2 d for a O.OI-db vari~ttjon is 
0.00058. From eq (8), the limi t 01' tuning error 
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FIG LI RE 5. L imit of 11lotional enOT. 
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FIG LI R E 6. Limit of toleTance eTTor. 
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lim ET,I is therefore 0.00058 radians or 0.033 deg. 
From figure 4, IS3J/S32S2d for a l.O-db variation with 
a IrT .III of 0.005 (VSWR = l.01 ) is O.00029. From eq 
(14), the limi t of tuning error, lim ET .n , is 0.00029 
radians or 0.018 deg. The total limit of tuning 
error is then 0.051 deg. From figure 5, for a toler
ance of the micrometer of 0.0005 in. , the limit of 
motional error at 9,000 M c/s is 0.38 deg. From 
figure 6, for a tolerfLnce of 0.003 in. in the dimension 
of the waveguide at 9,000 M c/s, the limi t of wave
guide dimension elTor per degree of chfLnge of phase 
is 0.038 deg/deg. For 60°, this is fL limit of wave
guide dimension errOl" of 2.28°. The total limi t of 
dimensional error is then 2.66 d g. The total 
limit of error from these sources is th en 2.71 deg. 

The abovr example is considered to be typical of 
r eadily constructed phase shifters since tllC tolerances 

were typical (WR- 90) commercial tokrn.nces alld the 
tuning variations used can be attfLi ned in reasoJUtbly 
stable sys tems. However , precision waveguide sec
tions, and t uning loads of very s m~dl reflect ion co
efficients permit constructing st~wdarcl plhlsc shif ters 
o[ ex tremely high acouracy. For example, the 
motional errol' may efLs ily be red uced to 0.038 deg 
while precision w~1Veguides have been constructed 
which h ave 0.0001 3°/cleg limit of dimensional error 
pel' degree of change of phase. ' Vith such improve
ment in the dimensional errors, the total limit of 
eITor in the phase m easurement described ill the 
above eX~lmpl e would be on ly 0.097 cl eg. 

(P aper 64C4- 43 ) 
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